MRG Premiere is an International Mini Account Broker that has grown and developed for more than
10 years based on the guideline "BIG PROFIT & FAST TRADING".
Established under the company Maxrich Group Ltd. On September 29, 2009, MRG Premiere, based in
Saint Vincent, Caribbean, served traders in Indonesia with the concept of Straight Through Processing
(STP) orders to liquidity providers so as to provide transaction speeds as fast as demo accounts.

MRG PREMIERE RULES GAME
Several Types of Trading Accounts at MRG Premiere
Whatever your goals in the capital market, MRG Premiere has an account
to suit your investment style and needs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Types of trading instruments that are traded according to the offer (buy or sell) start from micro
account size (0.01 LOT)
Example:
In micro lots (0.01 LOT), one point of a currency pair based in US dollars is equal to $ 0.1, compared
to $ 1 for trading mini lots (0.1 LOT) or $ 10 for trading standard lots (1 LOT).
Some of the trading instruments available at MRG Premiere are as follows:

• Forex
Forex trading involves buying and / or selling one foreign currency against another. Forex trading is a
market with a turnover of more than 4 trillion dollars a day and is available for trading 24 hours a day.
• CFD's Stock Indices
Contracts for Difference (CFD) is a Specialized and popular Over The Counter (OTC) financial product
that makes it possible to easily take a wide range of market positions across a variety of different
financial markets (Dow Jones, NASDAQ, S&P 500).
MRG Premiere also offers several stock indices that allow traders to trade their opinion on several US
indices.
• Comodity
MRG Premiere offers spot contracts in Gold (LLG) and Crude Oil (WTI) commodities via the MetaTrader
4 platform.

MRG Premiere advantages:
1. ECN Type
You will get smaller spreads and faster platform execution (no requotes).
2. 1 Second Execution on Non Farm-Payroll and Other News
MRG Premiere is the only broker in the world that provides real-time execution speed even only 1
second during Non-Farm Payroll and several other news.
3. 10 Minute Deposit & 59 Minute Withdrawal
MRG Premiere guarantees that deposits and withdrawals of profit will not have problems with the
data records that you have provided are complete and correct.
4. Automatic Order Fill
All orders that you place / open at MRG Premiere will be directed directly to the Liquidity Provider
(Saxo Bank) without any intervention from the Dealing Desk
Basic Consequences:
1. Wrong Quote due to network damage or freeze
•
•
•
•

At this stage the client must agree about normal errors that may come periodically.
Errors that are considered normal are the freezing price under 30 minutes.
If more than 30 minutes of silent price MRG can seek the best win-win solution which will be
checked first.
The solution can be in the form of an annul or adjustment equity.

2. Wrong quotes in any form will be deleted, either detrimental or beneficial to the client
3. Each client is required to set pending limits (Stop loss and Profit Taking) as an effort to facilitate
problem solving. If there is no evidence of closing a position in the journal or there is no limit order,
then MRG Premiere has the right to take a policy not to provide compensation for something that
cannot be proven.
4. If you experience an error, you must record it immediately and immediately report it to the
administrator of MRG Premiere on WhatsApp 0877.7309.3999.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW RELATING TO MARKETS IN MRG PREMIERE
1. MARGIN DEPOSIT
To open a real account at MRG Premiere, you need to make a deposit. The minimum deposit for each
account applies the following rules
•
•
•
•

$ 50 for Recreation account
$ 1,000 for Professional account
$ 5,000 for Syariah account
$ 50,000 for the Signature account

2. CHANGE PASSWORD WHEN OPENING A TRADING ACCOUNT FOR THE FIRST TIME
When you first open a trading account, you will be given access to your account password by your
admin and / or trading advisor. Please note that you MUST REPLACE the PASSWORD IMMEDIATELY
with your choice of password of your choice which is certainly easy to remember. The following is a
tutorial for changing the password for Meta Trader 4:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select "Manage Account"
Select "Change Password"
Select "Change Master Password"
Enter Your Old Password & Enter a New Password (which is easy to remember)
Click "Next"
Done

3. BID / ASK SPREADS
The bid and ask prices of trading instruments on the platform are the prices of the liquidity providers.
In abnormal market conditions such as before and after the release of major economic data, during
periods of volatile market conditions or times of illiquidity and several other factors. The bid and ask
prices also depend on the market opening, at the beginning of the Asian time zone, at the end of the
New York time zone, as long as the value date changes, the spread may be wider.

4. ORDER EXECUTIONS
All standard types of orders on the market are available on your MT4 platform, namely market
execution, limits and stops. In addition to the Trailing Stops, where the Stop level moves in line with
the market price and is supported for all types of Stop orders.
All stop and limit orders can be placed as:
• Day Order - this order can be categorized as an order that expires automatically at the end of the
working day when the order is placed
• Good Till Canceled (GTC) - This order is adjusted to the conditions the order is still running until the
cancellation is done manually.

5. MARKET ORDER EXECUTION
Currently, the main method used to execute markets via the MRG Premiere platform is "Market
Orders Execution". Market orders will always be listed at the current available price in a certain
amount, but it should be noted in advance because it can result in slippage.
In abnormal market conditions such as before and after major economic news releases, it is said that
market conditions are unstable. Trading transactions may not be executed at all (off-quote) due to
the unavailability of the Automatic Order Fill volume.

6. LIMIT / STOP ORDER
➢ Limit Orders for Forex & Gold are 2 points (last digit of the bid / ask price).
➢ Limit Orders for Index & Crude Oil will be given the following information:
• Dow Jones: 1 point
• Nasdaq: 2.5 points
• S&P: 2.5 points
• Crude Oil: 1 point
All pending orders (Buy Limit, Sell Limit, Sell Stop, Buy Stop, Stop Loss and Take Profit) will be
executed by market price. For the record, there are some important confirmations for all pending
orders, namely:
•
•
•

Price terms are the same as client requests,
Above the price according to the client's request, or
Below the price as requested by the client

Other Important Notes:
MRG Premiere has the right to make corrections / cancellations of transactions according to the
current price with the following conditions:
•

An error occurs in special circumstances such as a highly volatile market either before or after
a news release

•
•

Occurs when a transaction is based on a Wrong Quote, for example an incorrect price when
the market is running.
All of the above provisions will be checked before taking action.

7. INTEREST / SWAP
A interest / swap rate is defined as the overnight interest or rollover (earned or paid) for holding
positions overnight in forex trading. Each trading instrument has its own swap fee and is measured
based on the volume used.
A interest / swap rate is subject to change depending on fluctuations in the country's main interest
rate and can be calculated daily at the close of the New York market. In addition, there is an additional
swap of three times the normal amount and occurs every Wednesday to compensate for the swap fee
on Saturdays and Sundays when the market is closed.
8. ADJUST ROLL-OVER
For Customers with Syariah and Signature Accounts, there is an Adj Roll Over Fee. This Roll Over Adj is
a replacement fee for Swap that is charged for Syariah and Signature Accounts, this fee is only charged
for transactions that exist at the end of the month.
So if there are no transactions that are open at the end of the month to the beginning of the following
month, this fee is not charged, so we recommend that for Syariah and Signature accounts, not to hold
positions at the end of the month.
For the calculation method:
Roll Over Fee:
(Commission x Lot) + (Spread x Lot)
Case Study:
•
•

Open Sell EURUSD on 30 November at a price of 1.13736 (1 lot)
Open Sell XAUUSD on the same date at 1222.85 (1 lot)

Then close on December 1st. Then,
Roll over fee in EURUSD:
•
•
•

($ 30 x 1) + (8 x 1) = $ 38
Roll over fee at XAUUSD:
($ 30 x 1) + (30 x 1) = $ 60

9. LEVERAGE
The main benefit of the forex market is about offering the highest leverage (lowest margin) of various
products. This means that all traders have the ability to trade in the global market which, incidentally,
cannot be done in other financial worlds.
There are two types of leverage in MRG Premiere which will be offered to all clients:
•
•

Leverage 1: 200 is available for Professional, Syariah and Signature Accounts
Leverage 1: 500 is only available for Recreation Account

10. TRADE SIZES
The size for trading with the minimum size per transaction is 0.01 lot and applies to all trading
instruments that have been quoted. Currently, the maximum number of lots on a trading transaction
is 30 lots / entry.

11. HEDGING
Hedging / Locking is a situation where there are two opposite trading positions on the same currency
pair. When this happens, the margin requirement for each position is calculated to be 50% of the
normal margin requirement.
Example:
• Long position of 0.1 lot of EUR / JPY
• Short position of 0.1 lot of EUR / JPY
Normally, the margin requirement for both positions is $ 100, but in this case, the value of the margin
requirement for both positions is $ 50

12. MARGIN CALL
Metatrader 4 will trigger a margin call when the margin level on the account reaches 100%. Margin
levels
can
be
found
in
the
Trade
tab
menu
in
Metatrader4.

13. STOP OUT (AUTO-CUT) LEVEL
Whenever the margin level reaches 30%, Metatrader4 will automatically close all trades to avoid
bigger losses.

UNDERSTANDING SPREADS & HOW SPREADS AFFECT YOUR TRADING
For example, if you look at the EURUSD chart it reached the price of 1.2600 (take profit for the short
term) but your order did not stop or close, it is commonly known as the market spread. Please also
note that the price on the chart is a bid price and not an ask price. In order for the take profit at 1.2600
to be achieved, the Euro-Dollar pair must hit the price at 1.2600 + the market spread. Meanwhile, to
find out the stop loss number, the price must reach 1.2750 + the market spread.
If the spread is 2 points, then the take profit for the short term is 1.2602 with a stop loss when the
price reaches 1.2752.
Now, what happens if the spread widens by +10 points?
Then the price is at 1.2612 so that the take profit will be obtained and can stop trading. Additionally,
the price has to reach 1.2760 for the stop loss to be set.
Notes:
If a trader is still unsure about the Take Profit or Stop Loss point or level, it is advisable to make a
decision to take or not before the provisions of the rules run, so it is advisable to contact MRG
Premiere via WhatsApp to 0887.7309.3999.
We will be happy to receive and maintain the journal report and history of price tick on our server.

EFFECT ON THE MARKET GAP ON YOUR ORDER
Sometimes, there are instances in the market where the price "jumps" from the close point to the
open point. Futures prices for both Gold, Forex, & index will follow the real market price which is
represented by the liquidity provider. So there are times when we hit 1187 on the 27th minute, it's
done at a different price because at that minute the price jumps ticks. Especially if it is NON FARM
PAYROLL or other Hyper News. With STP, your system can certainly be done at a Best Market Price
like Indonesian Stocks without Reqoute, but the price must follow the market price.
So if you experience GAP in a trade, your done price will follow the last price. For example, you BUY
STOP GOLD at 1270, while the price of running GOLD when you enter your Pending Order is at 1260.
5 minutes later the GOLD price suddenly jumps to 1275. So if your BUY GOLD Open Order is at the
price of 1275, not at 1270 (even though you have a GOLD pending order at the price of 1270).
Just like other types of orders, be it BUY LIMIT, SELL LIMIT, SELL STOP, TAKE PROFIT, to STOP LOSS.
The existence of GAP in the market which of course we cannot predict like a double edged sword for
traders, can lead to big PROFIT traders, but also can cause traders to LOSS too. Therefore, you must
be strict in implementing MONEY & RISK MANAGEMENT if you want to become a PROFITABLE trader.
Gema Goeyardi MM, CAT, CSA: Appeals to traders to be more careful when trading on Hyper News
such as NON-Farm Payroll and so on. If you want to trade on events like this, it is necessary to know
that the risk is entirely yours. Therefore, please make sure your internet connection is not interrupted
and the device you are using is compatible with Meta Trader 4.
"We have the best deal in the planet with a platform direct to liquidity provider"
SPECIAL MARKET CONDITIONS AND FORCE MAJEURE
MRG Premiere reserves the right to determine that there are emergencies or market conditions that
are extraordinary and unpredictable. These conditions are included in the suspension or closing of the
market.
However, MRG Premiere will use its best efforts to correct reproducible errors and defects in the
standard MRG Premiere service.
1. Price Stopped Moving / SERVERS DOWN
In exceptional market conditions or force majeure, for example, prices are suspended / frozen / server
is down, MRG Premiere will only accept order liquidation.
The client must send a liquidation request to WhatsApp 0877.7309.3999 using the following format:
- Name:
- Email:
- Account Number:
- Error Documentation Video:
The liquidation price will be taken from the current price source from the liquidity provider (SAXO
Bank).

Additional notice:
•
•
•
•

When the price is frozen for no more than 8 minutes, the condition used is the last price before
the freeze is used as the liquidation price.
When the price is frozen for more than 8 minutes, the liquidation price will be taken from the
liquidity provider (Saxo Bank).
When there is an ongoing trading position that has not received the liquidation request, it will
still be running before the current market price.
When the price is stopped / the server goes down, all kinds of pending orders and new orders
will be considered as canceled orders.

2. WRONG QUOTES / INCORRECT PRICE QUOTE
When a transaction occurs based on a WRONG Order, for example an incorrect price, then MRG
Premiere has the right to make corrections / withdrawals depending on the market price at that time.
3. ARBITRAGE TRADING
MRG Premiere does not allow arbitrage trading. Arbitrage trading is considered exploitation, a
violation of trade laws and would be unfair to clients. Therefore, arbitrage trading is strictly prohibited.
MRG Premiere reserves the right to revoke arbitrage transactions and / or to the extent prohibiting
clients who have arbitraged trading
All parties fully understand that trade orders and trade details are generated by the program and not
by MRG Premiere. MRG Premiere is not responsible for any program errors or malfunctions including
mechanical or communication line failures, system errors, pricing errors, freezing rates, data failures
or any cause beyond its control. The Client acknowledges that any orders that have been executed
during this condition will be considered canceled.
In addition, MRG Premiere is also not under any circumstances responsible for any indirect or
consequential loss, including lost profits, loss of goodwill, or lost profit opportunities.
The Parties agree that the limits of liability contained in this clause have been subject to commercial
and fair and reasonable negotiations with respect to the circumstances which were, or should have
been, known or contemplated by the Parties regarding these trade terms.
If there is an issue or there is an important question, then don't hesitate to contact MRG Premiere if
a trader has any questions or complaints. We will gladly reply with a Trading Journal Report and
historical Tick Price from our server. Contact us on WhatsApp 0877.7309.3999

